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“China censors Olympic gold 
medalist’s defense of China’s 
internet censorship . . .” informed 
Mashable.com’s ironic headline. 

The medalist in question? Eileen 
Gu, the 18-year-old phenom 
who just became the youngest 
ever Olympic freestyle skiing 
champion. Born in San Francisco 
to an American father and a 
Chinese mother, Gu is an American citizen, but chose to ski 
on the Chinese national team at the Beijing Olympics, which 
means she is also a Chinese citizen. (Which is completely 
against Chinese law. But ssshhh.*)

Miss Gu’s now-you-see-it/now-you-don’t Instagram post 
of February 7th garnered a reply from a Chinese netizen, 
who inquired, “Why can you use Instagram and millions of 
Chinese people from mainland cannot, why you got such 
special treatment as a Chinese citizen?” The commenter 
added, “That’s not fair,” noting that “millions of Chinese . . . 
don’t have internet freedom.”

Gu quickly replied, “Anyone can download a vpn its literally 

free on the App Store.”

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are indeed easily available 
outside of China, but “it is illegal to use them to get around 
China’s Great Firewall,” Mashable explained. 

“And, as the Weibo post featuring Gu’s Instagram comment 
started to gain traction on the social network, it was 
subsequently censored.”

“Let them have VPNs,” mocked a column in the Taiwan 
News, dubbing it Gu’s “‘Marie Antoinette’ moment.”

The reality of VPNs in China? Not so easy, and the laws 
against VPN usage are increasingly enforced.

Gu’s ignorance about the reality of living  under Chinese 
rule may be caused by the wealth showering over her. 
“Eileen Gu’s China choice pays off for now,” says Yahoo 
News, noting she has made over $30 million since the 
beginning of 2021 and is poised to make far more.

This makes her a Communist Party asset, not a free citizen 
of either the U.S. or China.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.

------------------------------------ 
* “China does not allow for dual citizenship,” Mashable informs, “and 
there is no record that Gu has given up her American citizenship.” It 
appears we can add “looking the other way” and “duplicitousness” to 
the Chinazis’ long rap sheet of crimes against humanity.
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